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Capacity Energy Markets:

A view from Germany and the United States
by Rebecca Bertram

Germany’s Energiewende is attracting global attention these days.

is an effective way to support the least-cost conventional power

The country set itself ambitious long-term energy targets aiming to

plant, but is no longer compatible with the new system. There are

integrate at least 80 percent renewables in its electricity sector by

a few problems with energy-only markets. First is the “missing

2050; it is currently at 25 percent. Although Energiewende skep-

money problem.” Since wind and solar generators have no fuel

tics forecasted that this development would jeopardize the most

costs, they bid very low prices into the market, and take whatever

stable energy system in the world – for which the average annual

the “market-clearing price” is. This drives down prices and pushes

power outage is a mere 10-15 minutes – so far this consequence

out fossil and nuclear plants, even those needed to maintain reli-

has not materialized. This demonstrates that the existing power

ability when solar and wind are not producing. The increasingly

system is able to manage at least a 25 percent share of renew-

lower market-clearing prices driven by wind and solar – though

ables. But exceeding these 25 percent will be a crossroad; even

good for consumers – will discourage new power plant investment

the strongest proponents of the Energiewende agree that Germany

of all kinds, both conventional and renewable. A related problem

needs to reform its energy system to accommodate the next influx

is that many wind and solar producers do not bid into the energy

of renewable energies.

market at all; they are paid through feed-in tariffs. Yet they affect
power prices by reducing the amount of remaining power traded

Here is the challenge: simple physics require that electric-

on the market. The final problem is that no generators are paid to

ity systems must match supply with demand at all times, while

stand by to produce power as needed, called “capacity payments.”

markets require that power producers must get paid. In the old

Wind and solar are driven by weather conditions, not by the needs

conventional system, dominated by fossil and nuclear plants, gen-

of the power system. The other supply and demand sources need to

erators could be ramped up and down to meet demand, and power

get paid for those services. Thus many respected voices in Germany

prices, based largely on the price of fuel, could be determined in a

are currently calling for an energy capacity market.

competitive power exchange.
Essentially, the idea of a capacity market is that power plants
Now, the German grid is seeing an increasing share of wind and

receive compensation for capacity to generate power they will

solar energy. These generators cannot be ramped up and down to

provide in the future. As the system stands today, conventional

meet demand, and they have no fuel costs. To keep the lights on,

power plants operate for fewer and fewer hours a year as they

other tactics must be employed to match supply and demand, such

are being offset by a rising share of renewables that have priority

as by using biomass and hydropower plants, flexible demand, more

access to the German grid. The increase in intermittent solar and

transmission lines, storage, and conventional fossil plants. Conven-

wind has created the need for a system with new flexible mecha-

tional power markets need to be redesigned to pay for these new

nisms, while keeping costs to the consumer at bay. To be fair, there

services.

is no serious advocate in the German energy debate today who
will call for a complete shut-down of all conventional power plants.

The current German energy system is an “energy-only market,”

During the transition, new incentive mechanisms need to be put in

where producers are paid only for the energy they produce. This

place that will make conventional power plants as back-up com-
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petitive while encouraging the integration of the cleanest possible

electricity sector in the 1990s and 2000s, there were increas-

technologies.

ing fears among regulators that this would lead to a shortage in
supplies. As a result, much of the US East Coast – particularly

In Germany in particular, the issue of security of supply will

New York, New England, and the PJM (Pennsylvania-New Jersey-

become more urgent between the years 2015 and 2022. During

Maryland) Interconnection – the world’s largest electricity market

that timeframe, 12 GW of nuclear power will be switched off (with

stretching from the East Coast to Chicago – created comprehen-

10 GW in the three-year period 2019 to 2022 alone). In addition,

sive capacity markets in 1999.
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older coal-fired power plants will likely go off the grid as cleaner
air standards are enforced. Consequently, whatever energy policy

These capacity markets have now been extended to cover flex-

is pursued there is a need for an enormous investment in this indus-

ible demand as well as supply. In 2007, the PJM started annual

try. Agora Energiewende, a German think tank studying the energy

auctions for future capacity called the Reliability Pricing Model

transition, estimates that Germany could face a 5 to 15 GW supply

(RPM). The RPM, based on fictional demand curves that allow

shortage by the year 2022 if no precautionary measures are taken.

for making capacity commitments three years ahead, is designed

In addition, the reserve capacities, a temporary “strategic reserve”

to create long-term price signals to attract needed investments in

for capacity, is running out by the end of 2017 and will have to be

reliability. In its most recent auction, in May 2013 for example,

replaced by a new market mechanism. The time, therefore, to be

the PJM estimated and signed up a total of 169,000 MW of ca-

talking about alternative energy market structures is now.

pacity for the year 2016. Most of this was existing power plants,
but for new resources, demand response was the biggest winner,

But the story does not end there. Germany’s energy transition is

with 12,400 MW accepted. This was 7 percent of the total peak

intended to result in lower greenhouse gas emissions. In 2012,

demand, equal to about 40 average power plants. The PJM also

however, Germany’s greenhouse gas emissions increased as a result

signed up 7400 MW of imported power, 5400 MW of new power

of a lower European-wide price on carbon, which made dirty coal-

plants, and 1100 MW of energy efficiency. It expects to see at least

fired power plants more competitive than gas-fired power plants.

9000 MW of old coal plants retire, with no impact on reliability.

Changes to the Energiewende energy market structure need to
incorporate a low carbon component to meet ambitious emission

In Texas, the number one US state in wind generation, however, the

goals of 80 to 95 percent of 1990 levels by 2050. Various German

story is similar to the discussion that energy experts are having in

energy experts are therefore calling for a focused capacity market,

Germany. In 2012, wind provided about 12.2 MW and 9.2 percent

or a “capabilities” market, which would prioritize capacity and re-

of Texas’ electricity. As new transmission systems come online and

liability measures that guarantee low CO2 emissions. The key issue

the wind market for renewables expands further, the state is facing

here is to reward those providers – both power plants and demand-

similar capacity problems as Germany due to its “energy-only”

side options – that can provide reliability services and reduce emis-

market structure and is thus looking into creating a more flexible

sions. Ideally, those would provide highly flexible energy resources

capacity mechanism. Large nuclear power plants that only slowly

such as gas-fired power plants that can ramp up and down their

ramp up and down will be insufficient as larger influx of wind and

capacities quickly. Inflexible coal and nuclear power plants would

solar energy enter the electricity system. Here, just as in Germany,

be a hindrance to a growing share of renewables in the system and

gas generators, demand response through energy efficiency mea-

would hence go against the goals of the Energiewende.

sures, more transmission lines and electricity storage can help to
take on the capacity challenge.

Germany is only just beginning its discussion on capacity mechanisms, yet much of Europe and the United States has already

Capacity markets address some of the most pressing challenges

gained valuable experience with this sort of market mechanism.

to the modern energy system in the twenty-first century. They

In the United States, after an initial phase of liberalization of the

provide long-term planning security for power plant investments by
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AGORA Energiewende

ensuring that the capacity will be used once a plant is operating.

While the motivation in the north eastern part of United States
was simply to provide supply security, it will be important in the
German Energiewende as well as the build-up of renewable energy
sources in Texas, to ensure reliability in a system dominated by
wind and solar.
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